Colorcraft.us installation instructions for tub Wall Mount
Tub Filler
480134
Have your faucet installed by a licensed plumber.
Turn your water off using your stops on the supply lines if you have them, or turn off the water
to your building.
If the spout is not connected to the body of the faucet you
can go ahead and connect it now, This will simply screw
strait on to the body. The spout can swivel and should ultimately face into the tub.
This faucet has 3/4 IPS inlets. The inlets will connect to
your supply lines, this faucet comes with the nuts to fit
right on your . If you are using flexible supply lines you
will need a Pair of Clawfoot Faucet Ells (400676, Not
found at your local hardware store.)
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To install the faucet you will need to remove the nuts that are on the
inlets then slide the inlets through the holes on your tub. Take note
as to how they are facing, you will want to put them back on the
same way.
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This is a wall mount faucet which means it
will mount to the inside of your tub, the
part of your tub that is parallel to your wall and on the inside.
This faucet has 3 3/8th holes which are not adjustable, the holes for mounting your faucet are 3
3/8 in across from the center of one to the center of the other. Slide your Inlets inside the holes
on your tub, keeping the attachment side facing up.
The nuts you removed earlier will hold the faucet in place once you screw them back on. Put
the wider rounder side towards the tub to give it a nice hold. (Not too tight, don’t crack the tub!)
You are now ready to connect your supply lines (directions can
be found under supply line directions).
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